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Abstract. Sequential decision tasks represent a difficult class of pro-
blem where perfect solutions are often not available in advance. This
paper presents a set of experiments involving populations of agents that
evolve to play games of tic–tac–toe. The focus of the paper is to pro-
pose that cultural learning, i.e. the passing of information from one ge-
neration to the next by non–genetic means, is a better approach than
population learning alone, i.e. the purely genetic evolution of agents. Po-
pulation learning is implemented using genetic algorithms that evolve
agents containing a neural network capable of playing games of tic–tac–
toe. Cultural learning is introduced by allowing highly fit agents to teach
the population, thus improving performance. We show via experimenta-
tion that agents employing cultural learning are better suited to solving
a sequential decision task (in this case tic–tac–toe) than systems using
population learning alone.

1 Introduction

Lifetime learning can take many forms - at its simplest it is a reaction to a par-
ticular stimulus and the adjustment of a world view that follows the reaction.
Thus, very simple organisms are capable of learning to avoid harmful substances
and are attracted to other beneficial ones. In computational terms, lifetime lear-
ning can be simulated using neural networks by employing an error reducing
algorithm such as error back–propagation.

While this type of lifetime learning has been shown to be useful in the past, it
relies on prior solution knowledge: in order to correctly train agents, the system
must be aware of the solution to be attained. An alternative approach is the
use of cultural learning, a subset of lifetime learning where agents are allowed to
communicate information through a hidden verbal layer in each agent’s neural
network. Teacher agents are selected from the population and are assigned a
number of pupils that follow the teacher as it performs its task.

Teachers and pupils exchange information each time a stimulus occurs and
the pupils learn using back propagation to imitate the teacher’s verbal output
and behaviour. Since cultural learning does not require a priori solution know-
ledge, it is an ideal system for problems where perfect solutions are not available
or are non–trivial to discover. Examples of such problems are sequential decision
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tasks, problems that can only be solved through repeated iterations, such as
sorting problems and move–based games.

The focus of this paper is to examine the benefit of combining population and
cultural learning over population learning alone for a simple sequential decision
task problem: the game of tic–tac–toe. While the problem is not complex, it is
of sufficient difficulty to illustrate the potential for cultural learning in domains
of this kind.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. The next section descri-
bes some related work focusing on the types of learning that can be employed
by multi–agent systems. Section 3 outlines the experimental setup, describing
the artificial life simulator employed, the cultural learning framework and how
these were adapted in order to learn the game of tic–tac–toe. Section 4 presents
results of experiments where population learning was used to evolve tic–tac–toe
players and where cultural learning was added. Section 5 concludes the paper
and suggests avenues of future research.

2 Related Work

2.1 Evolving Game–Playing Agents

Many researchers have developed evolutionary techniques to generate game–
playing agents for a variety of games [1,2,3,4]. However, little research to date
has focused on the addition of cultural learning to such tasks. We feel that the
game of tic–tac–toe, while a simple game, represents a good starting point for
researching cultural learning in a game–playing domain.

2.2 Learning Models

A number of learning models can be identified from observation of nature. These
can roughly be classified into two distinct groups: population and life-time lear-
ning. In this paper we consider another form of lifetime learning, cultural lear-
ning.

Population Learning. Population learning refers to the process whereby a
population of organisms evolves, or learns, by genetic means through a Darwinian
process of iterated selection and reproduction of fit individuals. In this model,
the learning process is strictly confined to each organism’s genetic material:
the organism itself does not contribute to its survival through any learning or
adaptation process.

Lifetime Learning. By contrast, there exist species in nature that are capable
of learning, or adapting to environmental changes and novel situations at an
individual level. Such learning, know as life-time learning, still employs popula-
tion learning to a degree, but further enhances the population’s fitness through
its adaptability and resistance to change. Another phenomenon related to life-
time learning, first reported by Baldwin [5], occurs when certain behaviours,
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first evolved through life-time learning, become imprinted onto an individual’s
genetic material through the evolutionary processes of crossover and mutation.
This individual is born with an innate knowledge of such behaviour and, unlike
the rest of the population, does not require time to acquire it through life-time
learning. As a result, the individual’s fitness will generally be higher than that
of the population and the genetic mutation should become more widespread as
the individual is repeatedly selected for reproduction.

Research has shown that the addition of life-time learning to a population
of agents is capable of achieving much higher levels of population fitness than
population learning alone [6,7]. Furthermore, population learning alone is not
well suited to changing environment [8].

Cultural Learning. Culture can be succinctly described as a process of in-
formation transfer within a population that occurs without the use of genetic
material. Culture can take many forms such as language, signals or artifactual
materials. Such information exchange occurs during the lifetime of individuals
in a population and can greatly enhance the behaviour of such species. Because
these exchanges occur during an individual’s lifetime, cultural learning can be
considered a subset of lifetime learning.

Using genetic algorithms, the evolutionary approach inspired by Darwinian
evolution, and the computing capacity of neural networks, artificial intelligence
researchers have been able to achieve very interesting results.

Experiments conducted by Hutchins and Hazlehurst [9] simulate cultural evo-
lution through the use of a hidden layer within an individual neural network in
the population. This in effect, simulates the presence of a Language Acquisition
Device (LAD), the physiological component of the brain necessary for language
development, whose existence was first suggested by Chomsky [10]. The hidden
layer acts as a verbal input/output layer and performs the task of feature ex-
traction used to distinguish different physical inputs. It is responsible for both
the perception and production of signals for the agent.

A number of approaches were considered for the implementation of cultural
learning including fixed lexicons [11,12], indexed memory [13], cultural artifacts
[14,15] and signal–situation tables [16]. The approach chosen was the increasingly
popular teacher/pupil scenario [17,18,12] where a number of highly fit agents are
selected from the population to act as teachers for the next generation of agents,
labelled pupils. Pupils learn from teachers by observing the teacher’s verbal
output and attempting to mimic it using their own verbal apparatus. As a result
of these interactions, a lexicon of symbols evolves to describe situations within
the population’s environment.

3 Experimental Setup

3.1 Simulator

The experiments outlined in this paper were performed using an artificial life
simulator developed by Curran and O’Riordan [19,6,7]. The simulator allows
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populations of neural networks to evolve using a genetic algorithm and each
network can also be trained during each generation of an experiment to simulate
life–time learning.

Each member of the population is in possession of both a phenotype (a neural
network) and a genotype (a gene code). The gene code is used to determine the
individual’s neural network structure and weights at birth. If the individual
is selected for reproduction, the gene code is combined with that of another
individual using the process of crossover and mutation to produce a genotype
incorporating features from both parents.

In order for this mechanism to function correctly, a mapping of a neural
network structure to a gene code is required. This is achieved using a modified
version of marker based encoding which allows networks to develop any number
of nodes and interconnecting links, giving a large number of possible neural
network architecture permutations.

Marker based encoding represents neural network elements (nodes and links)
in a binary string. Each element is separated by a marker to allow the decoding
mechanism to distinguish between the different types of element and therefore
deduce interconnections [20,21].

In this implementation, a marker is given for every node in a network. Fol-
lowing the node marker, the node’s details are stored in sequential order on the
bit string. This includes the node’s label and its threshold value. Immediately
following the node’s details, is another marker which indicates the start of one
or more node–weight pairs. Each of these pairs indicates a back connection from
the node to other nodes in the network along with the connection’s weight value.
Once the last connection has been encoded, the scheme places an end marker to
indicate the end of the node’s encoding.

The networks undergo various stages throughout their lifetime. Firstly, the
gene codes are decoded to create their neural network structure. Training is then
performed using error back–propagation for a given number of iterations (trai-
ning cycles). Each network is tested to determine its fitness and the population
is ranked using linear based fitness ranking. Roulette wheel selection is employed
to generate the intermediate population. Crossover and mutation operators are
then applied to create the next generation.

3.2 Cultural Learning Framework

In order to perform experiments related to cultural evolution, it was necessary to
adapt the existing simulator architecture to allow agents to communicate with
one another. This was implemented using an extended version of the approach
adopted by Hutchins and Hazlehurst. Their approach uses the last hidden layer of
each agent’s neural network as a verbal input/output layer (figure 1) and employs
a fixed number of verbal input/output nodes. We have modified Hutchins and
Hazlehurst’s system to allow the number of verbal input/output nodes to evolve
with the population, making the system more adaptable to potential changes in
environment. In addition, this method does not make any assumptions as to the
number of verbal nodes (and thus the complexity of the emerging lexicon) that
is required to effectively communicate.
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Input Layer

Output Layer

Verbal I/O Layer

. . .

. . .

Verbal I/O Layer

Agent 1

Agent 2

Fig. 1. Agent Communication Architecture

At the end of each generation, a percentage of the population’s fittest net-
works are selected and are allowed to become teachers for the next generation.
The teaching process takes place as follows: a teacher is stochastically assigned
n pupils from the population where n = Npop

Nteachers
, where Npop is the population

size and Nteachers is the number of teachers. Each pupil follows the teacher in its
environment and observes the teacher’s verbal output as it interacts with its en-
vironment. The pupil then attempts to emulate its teacher’s verbal output using
back-propagation. Once the teaching process has been completed, the teacher
networks die and new teachers are selected from the new generation.

3.3 Tic Tac Toe

The sequential decision task chosen for this set of experiments is the game of
tic-tac-toe. While this is a very simple game, we believe it serves to illustrate
the benefit of cultural evolution for sequential decision tasks and can be used as
a stepping stone to more difficult problems.

In order to evolve good players, it was decided that agents in the population
would all compete against a perfect player rather than compete against each
other. It was felt that populations of agents competing against each other would
be likely to converge only to local maxima due to the lack of competitive pressure.
To avoid over–fitting, the perfect player employs a modified minimax method to
determine moves where the first move of the game is randomized so that agents
play a variety of games rather than the same game at each iteration. Each agent
plays four games in its lifetime: two where the agent moves first and the other
two where the perfect player moves first.
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In order to play tic-tac-toe, an agent’s neural network structure must follow
certain parameters. There are 18 input nodes, 2 for each board position where
01 is X, 10 is O and 11 is an empty square. Nine output nodes corresponding
to each board position are used to indicate the agent’s desired move where the
node with the strongest response corresponding to a valid move is taken as
the agent’s choice. The simulator allows agents to evolve any number of hidden
layers each with an unrestricted number of nodes, giving maximum flexibility
to the evolutionary process. During the teaching process, a teacher agent plays
alongside the pupil. At each move, both the pupil and teacher choose the next
move and the pupil’s verbal output is corrected with respect to the teacher’s
using error back-propagation.
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Fig. 2. Agent Fitness

Since the agents play against a perfect player, fitness is assigned according to
how long each agent is capable of avoiding a loss situation. An agent’s fitness is
therefore correlated with the number of moves that each game lasts, rewarding
agents capable of forcing the perfect player to as close to a draw as possible. The
fitness function produces values in the range [0,32], where 32 is the maximum
fitness (the situation where the agent draws all four games).

Populations of 100 agents were generated for these experiments and allowed
to evolve for 250 generations. Crossover was set at 0.6 and mutation at 0.02. The
teaching rate was set at five cycles and the value for n (the number of individuals
selected to become teachers at each generation) was set to 10% of the population.
In addition, a teaching mutation rate which modifies a teacher’s output when
training a pupil was incorporated and set at 0.02. The results presented are an
average of 20 experiment runs.
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4 Experimental Results

Two experiments were undertaken: one using only population learning to evolve
players, and the other using population and cultural learning. Figure 2 shows
the average fitness values for the two evolving populations. While both types
of learning begin at similar levels of fitness, it is clear that agents employing
cultural evolution are performing better as the experiment progresses.
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Fig. 3. Number of game losses

The number of game losses over time, illustrated in figure 3, show that while
cultural evolution delivers less losses than pure population learning, it does not
provide stability. While population learning losses seem to stabilise at above 150
losses, cultural learning losses seem to oscillate considerably, reaching a low of
24 losses and highs of 150. We posit that the inherent noisiness of the cultural
learning approach causes agents to behave more erratically – the learning process
may bring an output layer node from a dormant state to a sudden forefront
position causing a dramatic change in the agent’s playing pattern.

It is interesting to compare these results with those obtained by Angeline
and Pollack [22] who used a competitive fitness function to evolve populations
of neural network tic–tac–toe players. The population of evolving players was
pitted against a number of ‘expert’ player strategies, including a perfect player.
If we examine their results in terms of a draws/losses ratio, we find that their
best evolved players (playing against a perfect player) obtain a ratio of 0.2405.
By contrast, the cultural learning approach presented in this paper obtains highs
of 0.94 and lows of 0.625.
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5 Conclusions

The results of these experiments suggest that cultural learning is superior to
population learning alone for simple sequential decision tasks. Future work will
examine the effect of longer teaching cycles, varying teacher/population ratios
and more complex tasks.
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